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BUS 367-I: Doing Business in the European Union, Spain Focus1 
 

UHM Study Abroad Program in Seville, Spain Spring, 2019 
 
 

Elizabeth Davidson, Ph.D.  
Class materials available electronically edavidso@hawaii.edu 
In-country contact information to be provided upon arrival 
 

 

 
Introduction  
This course is intended for students interested in living in or conducting business in or with individuals 
and businesses in the European Union, with a focus on the Iberian Peninsula cultures and business 
contexts. The course addresses cross-cultural analysis of values, governance and environmental 
constraints that shape business opportunities, practices and policies. We will examine the formal business 
structures and expected business practices of Europe in general and Spain in particular. We will also 
focus on the influence of history and cultural on business style.  We will compare European business 
culture with other business cultures around the world including the United States and Asia.  
  
Prerequisites for this course: 
None. 
 
TEXTBOOKS AND MATERIALS 
Required: 

1. Doing Business in Europe, 2nd Edition, Gabriele Suder, Sage Publications. 
2. Mind Your Manners, Managing Business Culture in the New Global Europe, 3rd edition, John 

Mole 
3. Case study: Spain, Straddling the Atlantic, Harvard Business Press 
4. Transparency International materials on corruption and corporate governance 
5. Two books or other sources from provided reading list of Spanish regional authors and/or 

researchers (to be distributed). 
Materials are available electronically 

 
By the end of the course, you will be able to: 
• Describe and discuss the diversity of business and interpersonal styles, particularly as it relates to 

Spain and its role in Europe 
• Communicate appropriately and effectively with diverse individuals and groups with sensitivity to 

expected behaviors in European business settings. 
• Analyze social and business opportunities and issues with consideration of culturally diverse 

viewpoints. 
• Acknowledge your own cultural values and biases and how these impact your work with others 

generally and in business settings.  
• Demonstrate knowledge of formal and informal expectations for working successfully cross-

culturally in Spain. 
• Identify and contrast the social and business expectations of Spain with other European nations, with 

the United States and with Asian countries.   
  

                     
1 Course materials draw from Ms. Mills Wong’s Spring 2017 class with her permission. 
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Ethics Requirement 
This course has a Contemporary Ethical Issues (E) Focus designation.2 Contemporary ethical issues are 
fully integrated into the main course material and will constitute at least 30% of the content. At least 8 
hours of class time will be spent discussing ethical issues. Through the use of lectures, discussions and 
assignments, students will develop basic competency in recognizing and analyzing ethical issues; 
responsibly deliberating on ethical issues; and making ethically determined judgments. 
 
Class Structure: 
The class will be divided into three sections.  Each will involve background reading, classroom discussion 
and in-country observation. At the close of each section, students will prepare a written summary to 
solidify their learning from this section. 
 
• Part I – Understanding European Business: Reading assignments from Doing Business in Europe 

and Mind Your Manners.  This portion of the course is a survey of understanding of formal and 
informal business practices in Europe.  The focus will be on understanding the diversity and 
uniqueness of European business cultures. Upon completion of the reading and discussion of section 
1, students will be responsible for writing a 5 – 8 page paper comparing business environment, 
practices, culture and structure of a European country or region with business environment in the US 
and in Asia. Students will submit an outline, draft and final paper. This paper must address the 
ethical, legal and regulatory environment of the compared countries.   

 
• Part II – Focus on Spain. Readings: Case study: Spain, Straddling the Atlantic and assigned sections 

of Doing Business in Europe. This portion provides a broad overview of economic and political 
developments in Spain from the 1940s to the present day.  It examines the emergence of Spain from 
the Franco dictatorship and its convergence into a vibrant democracy. It highlights the role the 
European Union has played as a goal and constraint on how Spain developed economically and 
politically and covers the Spanish labor market and the evolution of unemployment levels in Spain. 
Students will submit a review paper (5 -5 8 pages) of some aspect of business practices in Spain 
including comparing and contrasting those with business within the US and with one of the European 
countries studied in Part 1. Students will be expected to include personal observations from the on-
site experiences in Spain to enrich their report. Students will submit an outline, draft and final paper. 

 
• Part III – Understanding diversity within Spain.  Students will choose and research one of Spain’s 

unique regions, including researching the history, cultural differences, economic drivers and lifestyle 
of that area. Students are encouraged to read fiction and/or nonfiction by regional authors and 
specialists translated into English or, if the student has sufficient language level, in the native 
language. After reading and researching a chosen region of Spain, students will prepare a report on 
the region (5 – 8 pages), focusing on how the history and culture of that region has influenced its 
modern business environment. Students should use first hand knowledge acquired in country to 
enrich their reports. Students present their reports to the class for discussion and comparison.  

 
Class sessions 
Classes will involve interactive discussion and analysis.  Students are responsible for preparing for class, 
working with others, participating in class discussion, and completing the writing assignments on time.  
Students will present their regional reports to the class in the last third of the semester.  
 
Participation in course discussions 
Verbal communication skills are very important to business success, including the willingness and ability 
to present and support your ideas.  Class participation incorporates the frequency, relevance, and quality 
                     
2 The course instructor will apply for the E designation and comply with any required changes to be awarded the E, if approved 
for Study Abroad. 
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of contributions to class discussion.  The class discussions will provide a setting for learning to 
communicate appropriately and effective with individuals from diverse cultural backgrounds.  
 
EXAMS 
There will be a final exam (10 percent).  The exam will be based on the reading materials and will focus 
on understanding the cultural differences and similarities of business cultures.  The exams will include 
multiple choice questions, short essay and interpretation questions.   
 
COURSE GRADES 
The class grade is based on: 
Class participation     15 percent 
Written reports & presentation (25 each) 75 percent 
Final Exam       10 percent 
         
The letter grade will be based on a sum of points earned as follows: A = 90 and above, B = 80 to 89.99, C 
= 70-79.99, D = 60 to 69.99 and F = 0 to 59.99 points.  
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BUS367-I  Learning Outcomes Rubric  
 

Goal Exemplary Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 
Demonstrate knowledge of 
diversity of business and 
interpersonal styles 

Identifies and 
anticipates cultural 
implications of 
decision-making and 
interactions 

Identifies primary 
effects of these 
influences on 
business decisions 

Fails to identify 
cultural and 
interpersonal 
differences and/or 
their effect on 
business transactions  

Demonstrate awareness of 
own cultural values and 
biases and how these 
impact their ability to work 
with others. 

Demonstrates 
sensitivity to cultural 
norms in developing 
recommendations and 
presenting analysis to 
clients. 

Incorporates cultural 
sensitivity into 
understanding and 
proposing solutions 
to business problems. 

Fails to demonstrate 
understanding of 
cultural values and 
biases in a business 
problem.  Applies 
only a single decision 
model. 

Communicate appropriate-
ly and effectively with 
diverse individuals and 
groups 
 

Demonstrates 
sensitivity to others 
in communication of 
ideas and opinions.  
Listens with 
understanding to 
opinions of others. 

Takes differences in 
communication style 
into consideration in 
communicating with 
others  

Fails to communicate 
appropriately in class 
discussions 

Compare the effects of 
business environments in 
Europe, US and Asia 

Demonstrates an 
understanding of 
business 
environments within 
European sub-sets, 
particularly Spain.  

Demonstrates an 
understanding of the 
business culture of 
Europe and the US 

Does not identify 
differences in 
business 
environments in 
different global areas. 

Discuss complex ideas 
with others 

Actively participates 
in discussions, 
articulating his/her 
positions and 
conclusions. 
Responds 
appropriately to 
unexpected queries 
regarding the issues 

Actively participates 
in discussions, 
articulating his/her 
positions and 
conclusions. 

Does not actively 
participate in 
discussions. Is not 
able to articulate 
his/her position. 
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Oral Discussion Rubric 
The purpose of oral discussion is to learn and explore ideas though verbal exchange. 
 

 Professional Proficient Threshold 
Preparation for 
discussion 

Student has prepared the 
material and is ready to 
lead in the discussion.  
Student has used personal 
observation or further 
research to develop a 
deeper understanding of 
the subject.  

Student has studied the 
background material and is 
well prepared to discuss 
and raise questions based 
on the material 

Student is prepared to 
discuss the case. 
Participates in the 
discussion. 

Discussion of 
findings 

Student accurately 
characterizes own 
opinions, appropriately 
queries others regarding. 
Assists others in 
understanding 
complexities of issues. 
Introduces issues from 
outside the case that have 
bearing on the issues. 

Student accurately 
describes own opinions and 
responds to 
questions/challenges. 
Demonstrates 
understanding of 
implications of material.  
Identifies issues to be tested 
or explored.  

Student accurately 
describes own opinions 
such that others can 
understand his/her 
process. 

Organization Ideas are well organized, 
prioritized, logically and 
cogently presented. 
Presentation of 
information is clear, 
cohesive and consistent. 
Transitions assist in 
understanding the order of 
thought. 

Reporting is clear, well 
organized and logically 
presented.  Method of 
presentation of ideas aides 
understanding. 

Reporting is accurate 
but may be fragmented 
or without consideration 
of priority of issues. 

Presentation  Student is a discussion 
leader in the discussion.  
He/she presents own 
position and encourages 
others to respond.  He/she 
engages and responds to 
alternate positions and 
contrast/compares with 
own. 

Student volunteers his/her 
position on the subject.  
The position is presented 
clearly and supported by 
adequate explanation. 

Student presents his/her 
position when called 
upon.  
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Written Communication Rubric 
Written communication is the development and expression of ideas in writing.  
 

 Professional Proficient Threshold 
Context and 
Purpose for Writing 

Clearly identifies the 
purpose and intended use 
of the report, with 
consideration of the 
audience giving sufficient 
detail to inform the 
reader. Explains potential 
complicating issues in 
sufficient detail.  

Clearly explains the 
purpose of the report in a 
manner consistent with 
the audience. 

States the purpose of the 
report. Demonstrates 
some attention to 
context, audience and 
purpose. 

Content 
Development 

Uses appropriate, 
relevant and compelling 
content to support 
conclusions and shape 
the report. Excludes 
irrelevant materials. 

Uses appropriate, relevant 
content to explore ideas 
through most of the 
report. 

Uses appropriate content 
to develop some of the 
ideas in the report. 

Logical progression A logical and compelling 
argument is well 
constructed through 
elegant use of language.  

A logical argument is well 
constructed that ties the 
development of the report 
together. Ideas are 
presented in a logical 
succession.  Transitions 
and links are used 
successfully to develop a 
logical progression. 
Paragraph organization 
aids understanding. 

Ideas are presented 
without fully developing 
a logical progression of 
ideas.  

Sources and 
evidence 

Demonstrates skillful use 
of high-quality, credible, 
relevant sources to 
develop ideas appropriate 
to business writing 

Demonstrates an attempt 
to use credible and 
relevant sources to 
support ideas 

Demonstrates an attempt 
to use sources to support 
ideas  

Control of Syntax 
and Mechanics 

Uses graceful language 
that skillfully 
communicates meaning 
to business readers with 
clarity and fluency. 
Report is virtually error-
free. 

Uses straightforward 
language that conveys 
meaning to business 
readers in a respectful and 
serious tone. Language 
has very few errors. 

Shows emerging 
awareness of business 
writing style. Rarely uses 
language that impedes 
meaning. Report has few 
errors in usage. 
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Ethics Rubric 
 

 Professional Proficient Threshold 
Student can identify and 
comment on contemporary 
ethical issues related to the 
course topics presented. 
 

Student can identify the 
range of ethical issues 
and differentiate between 
ethics, law, morals, and 
cultural aspects. 

Student can identify 
key issues and 
differentiate between 
ethics and cultural 
aspects. 

Students can 
identify issues that 
have ethical 
implications. 

In discussions student can 
debate ethical issues from 
different perspectives using 
structured frameworks to 
assess these aspects. 
 

Student considers 
multiple positions in 
debates and discussion 
and integrates arguments 
drawing on frameworks. 

Student articulates an 
argument consistently 
with some reference to 
frameworks.  

Student can 
identify and 
comment on 
ethical issues in 
discussions. 

Students can identify and 
propose recommendations that 
are consistent with an ethical 
evaluation of business 
practices.  

In a problem setting 
involving business 
practices student can 
fully articulate 
recommendations that 
adhere to ethical 
principles and are 
culturally aligned. 

In a problem setting 
involving business 
practices student can 
outline some 
dimensions of 
recommendations that 
adhere to ethical 
principles and are 
culturally aligned. 

In a problem 
setting involving 
business practices 
student can 
identify 
relationships 
between possible 
recommendations 
and ethical 
principles. 

 


